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Upcoming Events!
Monday, June 8th- Friday, June 12th
GTFF Special Elections. The ballot box
is located at the GTFF office (above
Red Rooster Barber Shop) Monday
through Friday from 10am- 4pm.
Wednesday, June 10th, 5pm
GTFF End of Term BBQ
Alton Baker Park, Picnic Shelter 2
Friday, June 26th
Come build solidarity and meet other
labor unionists, activists, organizers,
and local politicians for food, drinks,
and baseball fun at Labor Night at the
EMS PK ball park. Contact your VP
External Relations at
external.relations@gtff.net to buy
tickets.
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Get to Know Your Board!
Shawna Meechan
President

Hello everyone! I am honored to
be your newly elected president. A
little about me: My name is Shawna
Meechan and I am finishing my
third year as a PhD Candidate in
Political Science. In general I study
all aspects of ethnic civil war. My
dissertation project is focusing on
the importance of community policing in building stable post-ethnic
civil war states. In my free time, I
love to tap dance and read fiction.
I have been active in the union
since my arrival here at the UO first
as an engaged member, then as a
member of the bargaining team and
chair of the Women’s caucus, and
most recently as your VP of Grievances. I am looking forward to the
next year and working to build the
strength and capacity of our union.
If you have any thoughts, concerns,
or suggestions about how we can
improve our union I am always
happy to have coffee (by which I
mean anything other than coffee
which I don’t really like, but that’s
what Oregonian’s do, right?) and
talk about anything!
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Natalie Brenner
VP External Relations

Hi everyone!
I’m so excited to be your new VP External Relations this year!
I’m a PhD candidate in Romance Languages, and my dissertation research focuses on a multi-generational, transnational
group of Francophone Jewish women writers in the twentieth
century whose work is linked by shared histories and memories of colonialism and its aftermath, wars, immigration, and
diaspora. A few other things you should know: I am chronically at least two minutes late to everything (except to the classes I teach, by some
miracle), but by French standards, I am actually always on time or even early, so I
should probably move to France. I am loyal servant to a neurotic dog and cat, and
I am incapable of riding a bicycle without panicking and falling down when I have
to steer. Fortunately I live in Junction City, making biking to campus every day for
work logistically if not physically impossible. I very much look forward to working with you all this year on winning a great new contract and building even more
solidarity with our labor and activist allies – luckily, I am much better at union work
than I am at riding a bicycle!

Patrick Greiner
VP Member Communications

Hey Cousins!
I can’t believe I am your new VP of Member Communications! What an honor!
My name is Patrick Greiner and I am currently wrapping up my second year as a
PhD. student in the department of sociology here on campus. My research centers
upon the interaction between social structures and the natural environment and
how, through such interactions, these two entities work to shape
one another. More specifically, my current research examines the
relationship between the demographic factors of communities
and the way their water resources are managed. I have been active
in the union since I arrived on campus and was lucky enough to
represent my department as a steward last year. When I am not
doing research, union work or grading (not a big fan of that last
one) I am usually spending time with my partner Jen and my
two dogs, Seraph and Jade. We love snowboarding, rock climbing and bike riding
together ( though the dogs aren’t quite as good at the first two of those activities) and
are always looking to make new friends so let me know if these are activities that you
enjoy as well! I live really close to campus, so chances are you will see me often. If
you do, feel free to say hello!
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Get to Know Your Board!
Eleanor Wakefield
VP Grievances

I’m Eleanor Wakefield, your new VP of Grievances. I’m a PhD Candidate in English, writing my
dissertation about early twentieth century American sonnets. I got my MA here at Oregon in 2011
and began my PhD the same year. I attended undergrad at Gonzaga University where I majored in
English and Philosophy. While in college, I studied abroad in Munich, and then taught for a year in a
village in Bavaria on a Fulbright teaching assistantship. In addition to GTFing in the English department, I teach children’s dance for River Road Parks and the City of Eugene Parks at Petersen Barn.
Last summer I married my spouse, Dave, who lives in Portland and is in school to become a physical
therapist. For fun we like to run, hike, camp (especially in yurts), listen to podcasts, visit our families
in the Seattle area, and follow our favorite sports (mine is basketball). On my own I also like to dance,
swim, read, and drink lots of coffee. Most days I spend my time reading every article on the Internet,
considering possibly working on my dissertation, apologizing to my students for not having their work ready to
return, taking ballet, and admiring tombstones at Eugene Pioneer Cemetery.

Jessica Neafie
VP Operations

Hello, I’m Jessica Neafie and I am your new VP for Operations. This week I’ll be finishing the second year
of my PhD in political science in which I study international relations. And I have a collection of fiction
books I plan to read the second this term ends! While I spend most of my time studying I try to find sometime for more fun activities: I usually try to take some kind of dance class at the university and I’ve been
practicing pole fitness for two years. My favorite activity when I’m on vacation is scuba diving, and the best
place I’ve ever been scuba diving is Pulau Weh, Indonesia. I also love to swim and plan to train to run a 10k
this summer! Before I came to the University of Oregon I lived in New York for a little over a year. I moved
there to study at Columbia where I got my MA in Climate Science and Policy. In the two years before that
I lived in Chengdu, China and taught English. And yes I do speak Mandarin. I’ve also lived in London and
Morocco. I’m originally from Florida but don’t hold that against me. I collect hats, and scarves, which I had to show off
in my picture, and my roommate recently acquired two kittens which keep me entertained when I’m not in the mood to
study—and who recently joined us at the ecouncil meeting! I’m looking forward to this next year, and am super excited to
act as your VP for Operations.

Annie Caruso
VP Organizing

Annie Caruso will be a third-year PhD student in the Department of Anthropology this
coming year. Her dissertation involves the decolonization of archaeological practice, and her
research takes place in the southern Caribbean.
As far as personal description goes, Annie has been compared to a gibbon: has a small head, is usually
fairly loud, and has what some would call a lovable, albeit fuzzy, face. She would like to add “funny” to
that list, but that depends on taste.
Annie is super stoked to join our ranks and fight the good fight for our union. Apart from fighting “the
man” in general, her specific passions include the increased protection of women from sexual violence
across our campus community, fighting for increased rights and services for our LGBT communities,
and helping to hold the University accountable to once again prioritize research, teaching, and learning with its budgets
and pay scales
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Get to Know Your Board!
Kadie Manion
VP Political Education

I’m a second year student
in the department of
Sociology. My research
focuses primarily on
political economy, communications, and social
movements. I spend a
majority of my free time roller skating
with the Emerald City Roller Girls but
I also like spending time with my dogs,
knitting/crocheting, and making and
eating vegan food. I’m excited to be your
new VP of Political Education and I look
forward to the next year!

Denielle Perry
Treasurer

I’m passionate about the environment, social justice, and my family.
My previous decade-long career as
an international whitewater guide inspired a dedication to protecting rivers
and the communities that depend on
them through activist/advocacy work.
Working with river conservation organizations and indigenous groups led
me to graduate school to investigate
the drivers behind dam development
in Latin America. After completing a
MS in Geography I took on a new role
in life, motherhood. Not long after,

with a babe in
arms, I began the
Geography PhD
program at UO
to research the
political ecology
of river conservation in the U.S.
I quickly learned about the difficulties so
many parents face in trying to balance
family and a professional life. The global
distribution of paid parental leave benefits
went from being a lesson I taught in my
entry level Geography classes to my own
social advocacy agenda this past year.
Ultimately, this is what led me to stewardship in the GTFF and later to become
your Treasurer. You can check out my
work at www.riopacuarecostarica.org .

Special Elections Candidates
VP of Equity and
Inclusion Candidates
Meaghan Emery

I’ve been organizing the Equity and Inclusion committee for a few
months, editing bylaw language to create a more inclusive document that represents everyone in our union, as well as discussing
new ways to run meetings that address the concerns and ideas of
our membership without impeding union progress. As Vice President of Equity and Inclusion, my primary focus will be to address
issues around the way our meetings operate, either through adaption of policies regarding Robert’s Rules that make certain everyone feels comfortable with their usage, or by creating a form of
Consensus that works with our meeting size.

VP of Membership Candidates
Camila Alvarez

Camila is a PhD student in the
UO Sociology department, as
well as a union steward.
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Evan Shenkin

Evan is a PhD student in the
UO Sociology department, as
well as a union steward.
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Bargaining Update From
United Academics

Thank you cousins in academic
labor for hearing this update
from United Academics. We
have been at the bargaining
table with the University of Oregon since February. We introduced our salary proposals on
March 2. We had to wait nearly
6 weeks to hear the UO’s counter to faculty: a big insult
of 0% for the first year and 1% merit for the second year.
Presently, the UO has moved slightly from their initial
insult to a 1% across the board beginning January 2016
and a 1.5% for the second year of the contract. How is this
not embarrassing to people in University Administrative
positions who talk about building academic excellence?
We wonder about the priorities here. To this effect, UA
is circulating this petition for faculty to sign. We invite
all faculty to read and sign this to send a clear message to
the Board of Trustees that we need an academic-centered
budget. The petition can be found on our website, uauoregon.org. Please share with a faculty member you think
might appreciate the reminder.
The administration continues to claim that financial
constraints do not allow them to offer more. According to
forensic economist Howard Bunsis, however, the University of Oregon enjoys growing reserves, increased support
from the state, stable tuition income, and very favorable
first-time ratings by both national bond agencies.
Bunsis also noted the recent report by USA Today that
UO led the nation last year in income from athletics
though continued to receive over 2.5million in subsidies
from academics. We remain skeptical of the administration’s claims that there is simply no money available
for faculty raises to address the need for cost-of-living
increases, merit raises to recognize excellence, and equity
raises to remedy long-standing internal and external
inequities. This week’s notice of further cuts to the UO
library’s acquisition budget, coming just as we hear about
the nation-leading financial success of UO athletics, offers
a stark and disillusioning commentary on the administration’s financial priorities.

In its non-economic proposals, the administration continues to reject our proposal to give all temporary faculty the title “visiting.” Their rationale this time was that
“visiting” is not the title that other universities give their
“adjunct” faculty. In fact, many do exactly that. Be that
as it may, this change of names would harm no one and
benefit many. Its cost to the university would be nil. The
administration has an opportunity to demonstrate good
will. We hope they will seize it.
Given the current pace of negotiations, it seems certain
we will end the term without concluding bargaining. We
are still too far apart on the salary numbers to see an easy
conclusion to bargaining. We will continue bargaining to
the summer and hopefully we will find a way to get a fair
deal for faculty.
On Notices of Appointment, the administration team
seemed at first glance to accept United Academics’
principle that Career NTT faculty should be renewed if
they meet standards of excellence, if there is funding for
their position, and if their work fits with the programmatic needs of their department or unit. But the administration’s team expressed this principle in language that
undermines it completely. In brief, the administration
wants to be able to terminate someone about whom it
has unspecified “performance concerns,” even if that
person has been reviewed successfully, and hire someone else whom it thinks might be better. Our bargaining
team pointed out that such an action would violate every
known principle of personnel management. It would also
be morally wrong.
Our team presented its latest offer on salary. In light of
the administration’s movement in their last salary proposal, we responded in kind, while maintaining funds in
all four important raise categories: COLA, equity, merit,
and salary floors. We agreed to lower the COLA from
2.5% to 2.0%; we also proposed that both tenure-track
and non-tenure-track faculty should have pools of money
equivalent to 1.25% of salary to address internal and/or
external equity; we held steady on merit pools for fiscal
year 2016—1.5%—but increased our proposal for FY17
to 1.75%; finally, we maintained the amount of money we
propose for salary floors.
...Cont on pg. 9
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New GTFF Election
Guidelines

The purpose of these electoral guidelines is
(1) to provide guidance to those organizing
GTFF elections, (2) encourage fair and transparent elections, and (3) provide guidance to
candidates. The GTFF recognizes that free
and fair elections are crucial to keeping our
organization strong. By providing guidelines this document reduces ambiguities and
establishes expectations on how elections
should be conducted. It serves to establish
best practices.
In the course of organizing and implementing an election, it is inevitable that unexpected situations occur. As such, we recognize
that this is a guidance document and all
disputes are to be handled by the VP for Operations and the elections committee.
Statement of Solidarity
Everyone involved in the union should
remember that we are in this together and
all comments for the union should be about
supporting each other and the union. As
such, all members of the union should
maintain positive and professional behavior.
To point, no negatives comments about any
person should be used at anytime. This is
to foster a welcoming atmosphere in which
all participants are free from any personal
attacks or defamation of character. We are
all in this together, even when we disagree.
These statements are universal and should be
considered in all cases that follow.
I. Campaigning
Any nominee for a position or supporter
who wishes to convince someone to vote
for them is considered to be campaigning.
Campaigning may serve as a mechanism to
encourage member participation in GTFF
elections and allows candidates and their
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supporters to get engaged in the political
process. Campaigning should embody the
spirit of the GTFF, and strive to maintain a collegial and friendly atmosphere
among members. All qualified members
have equal opportunity to be nominated
as candidates for e-board and e-council
positions during elections and this same
equality should extend to their representation in campaign and election communications. The rules dictating campaigning
are as follows:
1. Campaigning is allowed and encouraged.
a. Campaigners should endeavor
to maintain professional decorum and
positive electoral behavior whenever possible.
b. When any member of the
union expresses their opinions independent of the nominee, they are not considered to be campaigning.
2. Candidates are expected to provide
statements of their platform and political
philosophy to the Agitator in advance of
the election.
3. All campaigning and expression of
opinions should be in the positive, as
stipulated in Solidarity above.
4. It is encouraged that an union event be
held in which the nominees can speak to
their personal qualifications and potentially answer questions. This could occur
at a general membership meeting or a special event for this specific purpose.
II. Resources
Union resources
1. As a default, no union resources should
be used in campaigning or a statement of
an individual opinion, such as union lists,
listservs, meetings organized with union
resources, etc.
2. Exceptions are as follows
a. Statements of purpose or support in the Agitator

b. Closed GTFF facebook group
c. GTFF twitter hashtag
d. Meetings organized specifically
for the purpose of free campaigning by all
nominees, such as general membership,
e-council, caucus or elections meetings.
3. As per normal, unbiased information
about the election are still to be channeled
through the proper union resources. This
includes, but is not limited to, union listservs
and email lists supplied to stewards in their
department.
Non-union resources
1. All members are free to use any external
medium to campaign or express their opinion. Examples are as follows:
a. Organizing a personal event for
campaigning
		
i. Event must not be organized with union resources.
b. Usage of non-union listservs
i. Members should keep in mind that not all
listservs will find posting of union business
or personal opinions acceptable, such as class
listservs, please be respectful if you are asked
not to use such resources by others who use
them.
II. Stewards and Officers
1. Encourage members to vote.
2. Inform members of the candidates, and
use their resources to make sure that members are informed of voting days and directed
to campaign information..
3. Stewards and Officers have the right to
campaign or express their opinion as the
same as any member of the union (excluding
members of the elections committee).
a. When you email your department
feel free to attach a statement (such as the
following) to the email.
“Reply to me for my personal opinion and to
have a discussion about the election.”
b. If you are using a non-union
listserve to convey union information please
Cont . on pg. 7
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ASK GLENN!

Summer 2015 Insurance FAQ with Your Benefits Administrator
Q: Hey Glenn , so I don’t remember
if I signed up for summer insurance,
what do I do?
A: You can call or email me and I can
look you up in two shakes of a lamb’s
tail.
Q: Glenn, nothing in life is truly free,
I bet summer insurance, costs money,
right?
A: Correct. If you did not sign up
for payroll deduction for summer
insurance to automatically have it
taken out of your paychecks during
the regular school year, you owe your
summer premium. What you pay
depends on your employment status
over the summer:
If you *HAVE* a summer GTF/GRF
the rates are the same as the regular
year:
You = $56.97
You + Partner = $119.61
You + Child(ren) $100.83
You + family = $163.47
If you do *NOT* have a summer
GTF/GRF
You = $227.82
You + Partner = $478.41
You + Child(ren) $403.26
You + family = $653.85
Q: I don’t have a summer GTF, but I
had one this last winter and one this
spring, so I can use that new “open
face summer sandwich,” I’ve been
hearing so much about, and pay the
lower rate, right?
A: Wrong. The much lauded “summer sandwich” *ONLY* applies to
tuition and fee remission on summer

coursework applying towards your
degree completion, not the insurance!

Election Guidelines
Cont...

refrain in this email from expressing
your views, your function as a steward or
officer in conveying information to your
department should be separate from
Q: So, I can’t pay the lower amount
if I had GTF all last year and all next your emails about your personal views.
4. Stewards are encouraged where
year?
possible to host department meetings
A: Not unless you are working as a
in which they share the election process
GTF over the summer term. Workand describe and educate their members.
ing as a summer GTF in any of the
three summer sessions is the *ONLY* Stewards are welcome, and encouraged,
to invite people to come speak on behalf
way to access the lower premium
of all candidates.
rate.
III. Elections Committee

Q: How do I pay you?
A: You can bring a check or credit
card by the office, or I can run a credit card over the phone.
541-344-0832.
Q: What if I don’t pay for summer,
when does my spring term coverage
end?
A: 06/15/15 at 11:59:59 PM.
Q: All good offers are a limited-time
offer, when do I have to pay you by?
A: To ensure your coverage is uninterrupted, you should plan on paying
me by 06/15/15.
Q: Glenn, I have been trying to talk
to you for two months, but you have
been dodging my calls. What’s up?
A:

1. The elections committee is comprised
of the VP for Operations and 4 to 5
members who will assist in vote counting. Staff are also considered to be part of
the elections committee and are held to
these guidelines.
2. The elections committee shall recuse
themselves from any and all campaigning, as they are directly involved in the
elections procedure.
3. If in the event of the VP for Operations
running for another position they must
recuse themselves from the elections
committee and will appoint someone to
fulfill their role as chair of the elections
committee.
IV. Caucuses
1. Caucuses are encouraged to host
meetings for the open discussion of the
elections.
a. The caucus is encouraged to
invite campaigners to these meetings to
represent themselves.

GTFF Elections
Glenn Morris
Committee
GTFF Health Insurance
Administrator
Graduate Teaching Fellows Federation, Local 3544, AFT Oregon, AFL-CIO
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Adventures of Gracie Grievance

Scanned by CamScanner
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... Cont. on pg 9
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Gracie Grievance Cont..
Gracie did a good job of dealing
with her workload problem on
her own before bringing it to the
GTFF. You’re always welcome
to come talk to us before taking
Gracie’s steps, especially if you’re
unsure how to proceed.
What Gracie did well:
• She asked at her department
office for a copy of her GDRS
and a workload allocation form.
• She filled out her allocation
form to see if she really did have
a workload problem.
• She asked her supervisor, Dr.
Smith, if she could compare her
workload allocation form to
others, to see if she was using
her time significantly differently
than they were.
• When that failed, she arranged a meeting.
• She arrived prepared at her
meeting, having brought her
form and some documentation
of her heavy workload, in this
case in the form of emails sent
from Dr. Smith to Gracie requesting additional grading be
done.
• She asked for a specific result
from their meeting: to get her
hours in line with her .49 appointment.
• When that failed, she brought
her concerns to the GTFF.

situation like Gracie’s?
• Talk to other GTFs with your
same work; do they have the
same problems you do? or perhaps they have solutions you
haven’t thought of yet.
• Review the CBA to see where
your treatment might be against
our contract.
• Check in with the GTFF for
additional support or to have us
contact your supervisor for you.
• Have a GTFF representative
come meet your supervisor with
you.
What will happen next?
• The VP of Grievances, a
Grievance Committee member,
or GTFF staff will determine
where to begin the grievance
process.
• If it’s a step-1 grievance, we
will contact Dr. Smith or the
department head informally
(via email, phone, or in person)
to find out why Gracie’s hours
aren’t in line with her .49 appointment.
• If this does not resolve the
issue, we will continue going
through the grievance process.
At any time, Gracie can change
her desired outcome or drop
her grievance (with some exceptions). We will keep talking to
Gracie regularly as we determine
what to do next.
• For more information on the

grievance process, keep your eye
out for a new table on the GTFF
website, or you can read all the
details in our CBA (Article 13
Grievances, on page 14).
I hope I don’t hear from you
about problems you’re having in
your GTF appointment, but if I
do, I’m here to help!
Eleanor Wakefield
GTFF VP of Grievances

UA Bargaining Update
Cont...

Our new proposal would mean an
average raise in the first year of 3.5%.
We told the administration team that
we are very hesitant to go below this
level, especially given the intransigence we continue to see on major
non-salary concerns. We reminded
the administration team that our
AAU peers gave their faculty an
average raise of 3.4% last year. Anything less than a 3.5% increase for
our faculty puts us in danger of once
again falling further behind our comparators, something we just cannot
let happen.
The parties agreed to take a break
from bargaining and will resume in
July. . We will keep you posted as the
summer comes to a close and let you
all know if we will be bargaining into
the fall term.
Yours in solidarity,

Michael Drieling
UA President
Graduate Teaching Fellows Federation, Local 3544, AFT Oregon, AFL-CIO
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From The Editor

The Editorial Committee for the Agitator is very pleased to have received so many submissions to the newsletter. Keep them coming to member.communications@gtff.net!
If you do submit, we ask that you submit up to 300 words in a Word document with standard formatting. Also,
don’t forget to include a title!

Staying informed & connected is easier than ever!
• We want feedback! Tell us what you think about the newsletter at:
member.communications@gtff.net
• Come to membership meetings and social events!
(see calendar on pg. 1 for times and locations)
• Join the Facebook group: GTFF
• Follow on Twitter: @GTFF_3544
• Check out the website: www.GTFF3544.net
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Editorial Committee
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Patrick Greiner
VP Membership Communications
Sociology

Want to contribute to
your union newsletter?
Submissions of all sorts are
welcome!
Contact your
VP Membership
Communications at
member.communications@
gtff.net for more
Information

About The GTFF
Our Mission Statement:
“The Graduate Teaching Fellows
Federation, a union of the graduate employees of the University of
Oregon, commits to creating a strong,
safe, and diverse community of educators and scholars for the purpose of
protecting and promoting the interests
of its membership.”
The Graduate Teaching Fellows
Federation (GTFF) is a labor union
representing over 1300 Graduate
Teaching Fellows and Research Assistants at the University of Oregon
in Eugene, Oregon.
Our goals are:
• to improve the quality of life
for GTFs in the areas of salary,
workload and working conditions
through collective bargaining and
the enforcement of our contract,
• to fight for an adequately funded
educational system, accessible for all
people, and
• to help create a revitalized, socially
aware union movement, which is
a positive force for change for the
entire community. Volunteers and
activists are welcome!
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